
Where To Stay, Eat, Shop, Go Out: What To
See And Do In Kiev
Are you planning a trip to Kiev? With its rich history, stunning architecture, and
vibrant culture, Kiev is an amazing city to explore. Whether you are interested in
historical landmarks, delicious food, trendy shops, or exciting nightlife, this article
will guide you on where to stay, eat, shop, and what to see and do in Kiev. We
have also provided Google Maps links to help you navigate the city easily.

Where to Stay:

Kiev offers a wide range of accommodation options for every budget. If you prefer
luxury hotels, consider staying at the Fairmont Grand Hotel, located in the heart
of the city. It offers elegant rooms, impeccable service, and a rooftop terrace with
breathtaking views.

For a mid-range option, Hotel Ukraine is a great choice. Situated on
Independence Square, it provides convenient access to many attractions. The
rooms are comfortable and the staff is friendly and helpful.
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Traveling on a budget? No problem! Dream House Hostel offers affordable
dormitory-style rooms and a relaxed atmosphere. It's located in the historical
center, close to most tourist sites.

Where to Eat:

Ukrainian cuisine is known for its hearty and flavorsome dishes. To experience
traditional Ukrainian food, head to Puzata Hata. This popular chain restaurant
serves a variety of dishes, including borsch, varenyky (dumplings), and holubtsi
(stuffed cabbage rolls), at affordable prices.

For a more upscale dining experience, try Kanapa. Located in Kiev's historic
district, this restaurant offers a modern twist on Ukrainian cuisine. The dishes are
beautifully presented and the flavors are simply exquisite.

If you are craving international flavors, Mafia is a fantastic choice. This Italian
restaurant has a cozy ambiance, friendly staff, and their pizza and pasta dishes
are truly mouthwatering.

Where to Shop:

Kiev boasts a thriving shopping scene, ranging from luxury brands to local
markets. If you are a fashion enthusiast, head to Khreshchatyk Street, the main
shopping street in the city. Here, you will find both international and Ukrainian
designer stores, as well as popular retail chains.
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For a unique and eclectic shopping experience, explore Andriyivskyy Descent.
This cobblestone street is lined with artisan shops, art galleries, and antique
stores. It's the perfect place to find one-of-a-kind souvenirs.

To immerse yourself in a bustling local market, visit Besarabsky Market. This
covered market offers an abundance of fresh produce, meats, spices, and
traditional Ukrainian products. It's a sensory delight that shouldn't be missed.

Where to Go Out:

Kiev has a vibrant nightlife scene with something for everyone. If you enjoy craft
cocktails and panoramic city views, consider visiting Bora Bora Bar. Located on
the rooftop of the city's iconic House of the Artist, it offers a stylish ambiance and
stunning sunsets.

If you prefer dancing and live music, Caribbean Club is the place to be. With its
energetic atmosphere and regular live performances by local and international
artists, this club guarantees a night to remember.

For those who appreciate a more relaxed setting, Loggerhead Pub is a cozy Irish
pub that offers a vast selection of beers and a friendly atmosphere. It's a great
spot to unwind after a day of sightseeing.

What to See and Do:

Kiev is packed with historical landmarks and attractions. One must-visit
destination is Kyiv Pechersk Lavra, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. This
stunning Orthodox monastery features striking architecture and underground
catacombs. Don't miss the breathtaking views of the city from its observation
deck.



Another iconic landmark is St. Sophia's Cathedral, which dates back to the 11th
century. Its golden domes and exquisite mosaics make it a must-see attraction for
art and history enthusiasts.

To learn more about the city's history, visit the National Museum of History of
Ukraine. It houses a vast collection of artifacts that showcase the country's rich
heritage.

Google Maps:

To make your trip planning easier, here are Google Maps links to some of the
mentioned locations:

Fairmont Grand Hotel

Hotel Ukraine

Dream House Hostel

Puzata Hata

Kanapa

Mafia

Khreshchatyk Street

Andriyivskyy Descent

Besarabsky Market

Bora Bora Bar

Caribbean Club

Loggerhead Pub

Kyiv Pechersk Lavra



St. Sophia's Cathedral

National Museum of History of Ukraine
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Enjoy the best things to Do in Kiev in 3 Days as a First-Time Visitor

**Free Bonus Included at the end of this ebook**

We have been in your shoes!
We wanted to visit Kiev and got lost into spending tens of hours looking for valid
information at Lonely Planet, TripAdvisor and on the Internet. And then, we
couldn't put it all together, to create a perfect plan for visiting Kiev in 3 Days.
Guidora is the only publishing house building Travel Guides for you like no other
does.
We provide specific 72-hour plans with only one and best choice on where to
stay, what to eat, what to see. It's an easy travel path that you just follow and
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spend the 3 best days of your life in Kiev!
If you are wondering What to Do in 3 Days in Kiev and What are the Best Things
to See, look no further.
We have built an excellent 3-days plan for Kiev, with information on what to do
every time of the day.
All the information is provided by local experts and travel bloggers. Since they live
in Kiev or visit there often, they know the best that the city can offer to you.

By getting this travel guide to Kiev, you will get:
- Exact information on what is the best hotels to stay in Kiev, so that you will be in
the best area of Kiev for all activities, without breaking the bank.
- Exact information on what to do every hour of the day.
- The Best Hotels: Discover the best places to stay in Kiev without breaking the
bank.
- Where to Eat: What are the best restaurants that locals go to.
- What dishes to try. A simple culinary guide with the top 10 dishes and drinks.
- Where to go out in the evening. Only the top suggestion for each day for one
bar or a club.
- How to move from the airport to the hotel with the most budget-friendly way.
- What sights and sights to see. What tourist traps to avoid.
- Where to Book Everything Online, to save time and money.
- Best things to do in each one of the 3 days.

By getting this guide, you will feel like having your best friend in Kiev, showing
you around.
It will save you time and money in a stress-free way. It will help you to enjoy the
best days of your life in the great town of Kiev!



Contents:
•Practical Information
•Top Tips for Traveling to Kiev
•How to Get from the Airport to the center
•Shopping in Kiev
•1st Day in Kiev – Itinerary
•1st Day in Kiev – Map
•ZoomTip 1.1: Transportation in Kiev
•2nd Day in Kiev - Itinerary
•2nd Day in Kiev – Map
•3d Day in Kiev – Itinerary
•3d Day in Kiev – Map
•What Ukrainian Dishes to Try
•Where to Eat in Kiev
Get this Guide Now and enjoy your trip to Kiev!

Authors: Written and researched by Guidora's team of travel bloggers and local
experts in Kiev

About Guidora: Guidora is a startup that solves the problem of "What exactly to
do in a destination in +72 hours". Guidora provides well-researched travel
itineraries, written by local experts and local guides. Guidora operates an online
travel itinerary marketplace at http://www.guidora.com and holds a popular blog
on travel related subjects.
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Learning a new language can be a challenging and rewarding endeavor.
French, often referred to as the language of love, is no exception.
Whether you are planning a trip to...
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Where To Stay, Eat, Shop, Go Out: What To See
And Do In Kiev
Are you planning a trip to Kiev? With its rich history, stunning
architecture, and vibrant culture, Kiev is an amazing city to explore.
Whether you are...

16 Vietnamese Favorite Dishes For Foreigners:
Best And Simplest Recipes
Are you a food enthusiast searching for new and exciting dishes to try?
Look no further than Vietnam - a country renowned for its vibrant culinary
scene and delectable...

The Enigmatic and Captivating Le Strade Short
Stories by Eamonn Henry
Are you ready to embark on a journey that will transport you to different
places, eras, and states of mind? Le Strade Short Stories by Eamonn
Henry will do just that. With...

12 Squares And Instructions For Blanket
Creating a beautiful and cozy blanket can be a rewarding and relaxing
craft. If you are looking for a project that allows you to showcase your
creativity and...
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How Good Coaching Leads To Superior
Business Performance
Coaching has emerged as a powerful tool in the professional world,
helping individuals and teams achieve exceptional results. Whether it is
in sports or business, good...

Miki Vs The Mob - A Battle of Epic Proportions
It was a stormy night in the dark alleyways of the city, where the reign of
terror lay in the hands of the notorious mob led by Mark Bossingham. But
little did...

A Delightful Penguin Cross Stitch Pattern from
Mother Bee Designs - Perfect for All
Needlework Enthusiasts!
Introducing Mother Bee Designs If you love the art of cross-stitching,
then you definitely need to check out Mother Bee Designs. Known for
their beautifully crafted...
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